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that he weighed in infancy. Then again

he wastes away by some long lingering

sickness, and after having been several

months brought down he weighs him-

self and finds that he has lost sixty or

seventy pounds of flesh. Where has it

gone? Somewhere; it has disappeared.

Again he revives from his sickness and

he begins to recruit by partaking of vari-

ous kinds of nourishment, and by and by

he weighs perhaps two hundred pounds.

Another fit of sickness overtakes him

and he loses fifty or sixty pounds in

weight again, and thus in the course of

a long life, by intervals of sickness and

health, perhaps some twelve or fifteen

hundred pounds of matter have departed

from his body, and been renewed again

through the food that he has eaten.

Then again, we are in the habit of

taking knives or razors and paring our

nails every little while, so much so that

we can safely say that in the course of

a year we cut off or pare from our fin-

gers and toes, as the case may be, per-

haps an inch of nail, at this rate, a man

who lives to be seventy-two years of age

would pare off seventy-two inches of nail,

which would be six feet. Now can we

suppose than when a man rises from the

dead that he will come forth with nails

six feet long? (laughter), I cannot con-

ceive any such thing, and yet this is a

portion of the body, and men, in the res-

urrection, will have nails the same as

they have here, but I expect they will be

of a reasonable length, and a sufficient

portion of the nails of his fingers and

toes will be resurrected to make hand-

some comely nails on the fingers and

toes, while all the rest will be surplus

and unnecessary.

Then again, we are in the habit

of having our hair shingled. This

custom is generally commenced in child-

hood, say three or four years old, and

continued through life, and in the course

of a year perhaps four or five inches

of hair may be cut from the head and

cast away. Now, in seventy-two years,

if a man did not lose his hair altogether,

he would perhaps cut off something like

twenty-four feet of hair and beard. Can

we suppose that in the resurrection we

shall come forth with our hair and beard

a rod long? I do not look for any such

thing. When, therefore, we read in the

Book of Mormon that every hair of the

head shall be restored, I do not expect

that the whole of the matter that has

been incorporated in the hair or in the

beard will be restored, but I look for a

sufficient quantity of the material once

existing in the hair and beard to be re-

stored to make one appear comely, for

the hair is an ornament.

It is said by some, whether true or

false I shall not pretend to say, that, in-

dependent of sickness and losing and re-

gaining our flesh, a robust man once in

seven years, throws off the greater por-

tion of the materials of his body; that

even the very bones of our bodies give

out material which is thrown off, and

so much so that when a part of a bone

is taken away it is replaced by the or-

dinary process of partaking of food, &c.

This may, or may not be so, I do not pre-

tend to say, although it is generally be-

lieved by scientific men, physicians and

those who have made experiments that

this is the case. Now supposing it is true,

a man who lives to be seventy-seven

years old would change his entire body

eleven times during the course of his life.

Do we suppose that, when man comes

forth in the resurrection, he will possess

all the flesh he has gained and lost by


